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Test Image CommentsUFC lightweight champion Frankie Edgar kept his title with a draw after a
five-round struggle with challenger Gray Maynard on Saturday.

Edgar may not have avenged his only loss but did manage to stave off Maynard’s attacks while
maintaining composure under fire before 12,688 fans at the MGM Grand. Ultimate Fighting
Championship 125 boomed out the New Year with a kaboom.
Despite two victories over legendary BJ Penn, the critics still weren’t convinced of Edgar’s
abilities. Well some answers came and some questions remain unanswered.
The New Jersey lightweight took a pummeling in the first round as he attempted takedowns and
instead was met with punches. It didn’t look good for the shorter Edgar who lost to Maynard
several years ago.
Round two saw Edgar concentrate more on punching and moving than take downs and the
results were more favorable. Maynard took some good blows from the shorter foe and his eye
looked the worse for it.
Maynard found Edgar’s nose with a left hook that drew blood but both had their moments in a
back and forth round three.
A takedown by Edgar didn’t draw a point as Maynard rebounded back to his feet quickly in
round four. Maynard tried to fight blow for blow with Edgar but the steam had come off his
punches. Edgar fired the sharper blows but by the end of the round the Jersey fighter was also
tiring.
The final round saw Edgar explode on Maynard with a three-punch combination and followed up
by a left hook to the body and right to the head. Maynard countered with a right and tried for
multiple takedowns that proved ineffective. Edgar countered with left hooks and an uppercut.
Maynard continued to press forward but neither fighter had a clear advantage.
The judges scored it 48-46, Edgar, 48-46 Maynard, 47-47 a draw.
Other bouts:
Brian Stann (10-3) knocked out Chris “The Crusher” Leben (21-7) at 3:37 of the first round of a
middleweight fight. An overhand right was the beginning of the end for Leben whose sturdy chin
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could not absorb the big blows coming his way. Finally a knee and a flurry of blows forced the
referee to halt the onslaught. Stann, a former US Marine, is finding more success at the lower
weight class.
Brazil’s Thiago Silva (15-2) proved to Brandon Vera (11-6) that even dropping down in weight
would not give him an advantage as he thoroughly and convincingly defeated the American now
fighting at light heavyweight. All three judges gave the decision to Silva who simply out-fought
Vera in every round. “I train everything from wrestling to Muay Thai and the whole fight I was
trying to finish the fight. I let my hands go. I love the clinch and that’s the place I want to be,”
said Silva. “He said he was going to knock me out and I felt like he was disrespecting me.”
South Korea’s Don Hyun Kim (14-0-1) won a unanimous decision over Nate Diaz (13-6) after
three rounds of a welterweight fight. All three judges scored it 29-28 but many saw it the
reverse. “I wasn’t able to charge my stun gun this time, but for sure next time I will charge my
stun gun,” Kim said.
Clay Guida (28-8) tapped out Japan’s Takanori Gomi (32-7) at 4:27 of the second round of a
lightweight battle. Guida used a guillotine choke to force the Japanese fighter to submit. “Before
I was in the UFC I was known as a submission guy. So I know I can pull a submission off when I
need it,” he said.
Jeremy Stephens (19-6) won a hard fought lightweight battle over Marcus “The Irish Hand
Grenade” Davis (22-9) by knockout at 2:33 of the third and final round. Both had their moments
with each displaying firepower and a willingness to exchange. “I knew with Marcus that he
creates a lot of problems, but I had the solution. I knew I was younger, faster, stronger but I felt
how strong he is and how well he moved with his boxing. You could tell he was a boxer,” said
Stephens. “Third round I knew I had to go for the knockout. Either knock out or get knocked
out.”
Dustin Poirier (9-1) won a unanimous decision victory over Josh Grispi (14-2) in a featherweight
bout. All three judges gave Poirier all three rounds.
Hawaii’s Brad Tavares (6-1) won by technical knockout over Phil “The New York Badass”
Baroni (13-13) in a free for all middleweight bash. Baroni was the early aggressor but ran into a
right hand that forced the referee to stop the fight at 4:20 of the first round. “Phil Baroni usually
comes out with guns blazing but he changed up his style a bit because he’s training at AKA,”
Tavares said.
Diego Nunes (16-1) eked out a split decision victory over former WEC featherweight champion
Mike Brown (23-7) after three rounds. Brown opened up quick and had Nunes the recipient of a
ground and pound but was unable to finish the job. “This is a great win. Of course I’m a little
sore but it’s great to fight Mike Brown and great to be in the UFC,” Nunes said. “I’ve never had
anything in my life and now I’m fighting on the biggest stage and I can only thank God.”
Daniel Roberts (12-1) used a Kimura hold on Greg Soto (8-2) to force a submission at 3:25 of
the first round in a fast-pace welterweight clash. “I knew he was giving it to me and that’s my
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move right there. I just locked it up and I rolled with it. I have a couple of Kimura submissions. I
hit it a lot,” Roberts said.
Jacob Volkman (12-2) won a split decision over Antonio Mckee (25-4-2) in a lightweight bout.
The fight was fought at a deliberate pace and did not please the fans. “I stuck to my game plan
tonight but I didn’t let my hands go,” said Volkman.

Comment on this article
amayseng says:
why is mma on the sweet science boxing website?
MisterLee says:
[url]http://www.myinvestmentanalysis.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/aussie-haterade.gif
MisterLee says:
cool, i thought jeremy stephens fought in a real barn burner in the shogun machida 2 undercard,
good that he got a good victory. he seemed to have solid skills. holler!
Radam G says:
I'm no fan and definitely no fanfaronade of the UFC, but I won't call them a bunch of "male
homos" in panties doing a lot of hugging and butthole touching and face mugging, as B-Hop
and Bobfather [Bob Arum, the honorary Pinoy] have labeled them. To each his own. They have
their own skills to pay their own bills. But could they climb any of the sweet science's whup-arse
hills? NO! I doubt it! But to them and many, their koolaid is a hit. I couldn't drink that s_ _t! But
their poison, I don't hate a bit. Those who don't want to watch it, -- I -- don't! Those who don't
want to read about it -- I -- don't! They have an audience, so let the boxing scribes get down,
give 'em da luv and weave that copy about the MMA. The bottomline of commonsense is all
about da PAY! UFC/MMA need to bite off the boxing scribes because it has not the best. Hating
that they are written about needs to take a rest. YUP! To most boxing fans and boxers, da UFC
isn't FLY! But pretending it is not in demand, won't cause it to die. Do like I! Don't bytch and cry,
JUST PASS it BY! Holla!
Isaiah says:
So many bums in the UFC, I thought I was looking at a homeless shelter. So many glass jaws,
you could almost see Manny Pacquiao think he was looking at an army of Ricky Hattons. I bet if
Vitali Klitshcko walked in the arena, Brock Lesnar would bow down and call him master. I heard
so much glass shatter, you would almost think Roy Jones showed up, because "you all must of
forgot!" Line up all their best heavyweights and the current version of Evander Holyfield would
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make easy work of them. So much glass in the UFC, Paulie Malignaggi would look like Earnie
Shavers. The only sound I hear from the UFC is like a rhino charging through a china shop.
SMASH! CRASH! DOWN GOES ANOTHER BUM!
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